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FIVE-POINT PLAN TO 
DELIVER A GREEN RECOVERY

THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT,
THE ECOSYSTEMS IT SUPPORTS
AND THE RESOURCES AND
SERVICES IT PROVIDES, ARE THE
FOUNDATION OF OUR SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC WELL-BEING.

Responding to Covid-19 presents us with a

unique opportunity to do things differently. 

A Green Recovery is one which is equitable and

ensures that actions to rebuild our economy

also address the climate and ecological crises. 

At the heart of our Green Recovery should be

the recognition that the natural environment,

the ecosystems it supports and the resources

and services it provides, are the foundation of

our social and economic well-being. RSPB NI is

proposing a five-point plan to deliver a Green

Recovery.
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INTRODUCTION

As Northern Ireland charts a

path out of the Covid-19 crisis,

we must ensure the economy

and society we rebuild after

the crisis is resilient, more

environmentally sustainable,

and more socially just.  Many

organisations and institutions,

including the UN[2], the

European Council[3], and the

OECD[4] have endorsed this

approach. Research from

Oxford University[1],

recommends a ‘green route’

out of the Covid-19 crisis 

as being highly economically

effective. Examples of fiscal

policies recommended include

investment in renewable

energy production, building

efficiency retrofit spending,

clean R&D spending, natural

capital investment for

ecosystem resilience and

regeneration. Investment in

education and training will also

be essential to fulfill the

employment opportunities

that will arise through the de-

carbonisation of the economy.

Whilst world leading

economists, businesses and

health care professionals are

telling us that a Green

Recovery will deliver greater

economic benefits and provide

a healthier, fairer society,

there is also a mandate from

society at large. 

A recent poll in Northern

Ireland showed that 74% of

respondents now want new

laws to protect nature after

experiencing the Covid-19

emergency.

Delivering RSPB NI's Five Point

Plan for a Green Recovery can

boost our short-term

economic recovery (through

job creation for example),

restore and maintain our

natural environment both on

land and at sea and help

tackle climate change, whilst

creating the longer-term

conditions for greater

prosperity and well-being in

Northern Ireland.

Neal  Warnock
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Simon Graham

Commitment to a Green Recovery from the Northern Ireland Executive

New legislation to tackle the climate and nature crises
a) A Northern Ireland Climate Change Act
b) A framework of legally binding nature restoration targets

Reform strategic government policy to deliver a Green Recovery

Delivery a Green New Deal in Northern Ireland
a) Provide funding for a Green Recovery
b) Establish a Green Jobs Scheme
c) Deliver large-scale nature conservation projects

Invest in nature to support healthier communities
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1. COMMITMENT TO 
A GREEN RECOVERY
FROM THE NORTHERN
IRELAND EXECUTIVE

We need unanimous support

from the Northern Ireland

Executive for a Green

Recovery.  As we enter the UN

Decade for Ecosystem

Restoration (2021-2030), 

the NI Executive must lead a

Green Recovery which will

deliver immediate action to

tackle the climate and

biodiversity crises.  The First

and deputy First Ministers

should publicly demonstrate

their commitment to tackling

the climate and biodiversity

crises through a Green

Recovery Programme.

Decisions taken by the

Northern Ireland Executive

now will have an impact for

many years to come and a

short-term ‘economic

growth at all costs’ approach

will accelerate climate and

nature break-down.

The Executive should seize the

opportunity presented by a

Green Recovery to build a

resilient economy with healthy

communities and a thriving

natural world at its heart.

While we are encouraged by

the NI Assembly motion (June

2020) which commits to a

‘just’ and Green Recovery[5], 

the Executive should go

further and commit to an

ambitious programme of

legislative and strategic policy

reform and the allocation of

substantial Green Recovery

funding. Green Recovery and

sustainable development

must also be a central

theme in the next and all

future Programmes for

Government.

Simon Graham
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2. INTRODUCE NEW LEGISLATION
TO TACKLE THE CLIMATE AND
NATURE CRISES

A Climate Change Act, as committed to in New Decade New

Approach, should be introduced and include a net zero target

for Northern Ireland and binding sectoral targets. Sectoral

action plans with associated investment will be required to

enable transformation across waste, transport, energy,

buildings and the food and farming sectors to realise the net

zero ambition and deliver a long-term Green Recovery.  

Investment to achieve net zero will act as an economic

stimulus, drive job creation and help re-build a more resilient

economy.  Investing in nature-based solutions to climate

change through restoration of the natural environment is a key

area for investment if Northern Ireland is to deliver effective

climate action.

A) INTRODUCE A 
NORTHERN IRELAND 
CLIMATE CHANGE ACT

Henry McLaughl in
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2. INTRODUCE NEW LEGISLATION
TO TACKLE THE CLIMATE AND
NATURE CRISES

In order to reverse the decline of nature in Northern Ireland[6],

we must introduce a framework of legally binding nature

recovery targets and a robust legal duty on the NI Assembly

and public bodies to meet these targets. Doing so will ensure

commitment to the sustainable management of natural

resources (both on land, in fresh water and at sea), and will

drive delivery at the scale and pace required to reverse

nature’s collapse. The actions and practical work required to

deliver nature restoration targets will create jobs, whilst

delivering a range of other societal benefits through

ecosystem services, such as flood control and increased

carbon storage and sequestration. 

A Northern Ireland Environment Strategy should be published

and underpinned by legally binding long-term and interim

targets that have been established on the basis of

independent scientific advice, supported by sectoral plans 

and adequate funding.  

Hazel  Watson

B) INTRODUCE A
FRAMEWORK 
OF LEGALLY BINDING
NATURE RESTORATION
TARGETS
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3. STRATEGIC POLICY TO
DELIVER A GREEN RECOVERY

Investment in the protection and restoration of the

natural environment should be a key component of all

of these strategies.  The most high-profile scientific

journal, ‘Nature’ has called for governments to ‘include

the true value of nature when rebuilding economies

after corona virus’[8]. Nature- based fiscal stimulus

measures offer superior cost-benefit ratios to

traditional built capital investments, as recognised by

the UK Natural Capital Committee (2020)[9]:

‘Nature based interventions can deliver carbon

reductions at a fraction of the cost of engineered

solutions...Public spending projects that consider

natural capital offer large benefit-cost ratios, in

many cases larger than the benefit-cost ratios of

traditional built capital investments, such as rail

and road projects.’

By integrating Natural Capital accounting into decision making we can make more informed

investment decisions that better reflect the value of nature to society. It also ensures that coherent

policies and projects address the climate crisis through both adaptation and mitigation measures

and aids the delivery of the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Programme for Government (from April 2021)

Investment Strategy (from the end of 2021)

Rebuilding the Economy Framework

Green Growth Strategy

The Confederation of British Industry (CBI) has called on government to take urgent action to drive a

sustainable and low carbon recovery from the pandemic[7]. To achieve this, a robust strategic policy

framework is essential to guide government spending in a way that drives a Green Recovery across

Northern Ireland. It is essential that there is coherence between strategic policies being developed

by all government Departments. Green Recovery and sustainable development should be a key

theme of future government policy/strategy, specifically:

Gordon Clarke
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4. DELIVER A GREEN NEW DEAL

Development and deployment of renewable energy

technologies

Creating a circular economy by investing in

research, innovation and infrastructure to reduce

waste and create new markets for use and reuse

of surplus materials

Retrofitting existing buildings to enhance energy

efficiency and resilience to climate impacts

Ensuring that all new development is

environmentally sustainable, climate-ready and

positively contributes to restoring the natural

environment

Prioritising capital spending on low carbon

infrastructure projects

Investing in nature protection and restoration as a

solution to tackling key societal problems, such as

climate change, poor air quality, obesity and poor

mental health

The opportunities presented by investing in nature-based solutions is a critical aspect of delivering

the Green New Deal.  Natural capital investment, including restoration of carbon-rich habitats

should be prioritised as it is recognised to be among the five most important fiscal recovery policies,

which offer high economic multipliers and positive climate impact.  As part of a Green New Deal,

three key Initiatives should be progressed.

This is our chance to deliver on the ‘Green New Deal’ included in the NI Executive’s New Decade 

New Approach document.  Opportunities to deliver the twin goals of stimulating and ‘greening’

the economy and creating jobs could be delivered through a Green New Deal Programme.

A recent study for WWF[10] estimated that investments in green buildings, clean energy and other

measures as part of a Green Recovery package could together create 150,000 new jobs across the

UK. In Northern Ireland, the Green New Deal could create new jobs and skills in the following:
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A green stimulus package is

needed now to realise the full

potential of a Green

Recovery[11].  Funding will need

to extend beyond the

traditional avenues and

amounts of environmental

funding previously offered in

Northern Ireland and should

involve a commitment to long-

term funding. 

The NI Executive should

establish a Green Recovery

Fund to enable NGOs to work

in partnership with

government, businesses and

others to deliver large-scale

strategic projects.  A Green

Recovery Fund should include

projects covering all aspects

of environmental protection

and enhancement, such as

tackling pollution, enhancing

energy efficiency, increasing

renewable energy, improving

sustainable transport

infrastructure and creating a

circular economy.

To reverse biodiversity loss

alone, Northern Ireland

needs to invest in the

restoration and creation of

priority habitats such as

blanket bog, woodlands,

heather moorland, grasslands,

wetlands and coastal habitats.

£17 million to restore

16,200 ha of priority

habitats per annum -

especially blanket bog, as

well as upland heathland

and a range of other

habitats;

£4 million to create 1,100

ha of priority habitats per

annum – especially native

woodland, as well as

lowland heathland,

reedbeds and other

habitats.  

The scale of investment

needed is estimated by

Rayment (2017, 2019), who

estimated annual

financial needs for the next 10

years as:

These annual investments will

create an estimated 300 full

time equivalent (FTE) jobs in

habitat creation and

restoration[12].

It is important to identify and

develop new sources of

funding and partnership

delivery mechanisms.  Green

Recovery funding should be

allocated from within core

government budget

allocations and should go

beyond existing environmental

funding streams.  

4. DELIVER A GREEN NEW DEAL

A) PROVIDE FUNDING FOR A GREEN RECOVERY
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The establishment of a Green

Jobs Scheme in Northern

Ireland would enable the

creation of new jobs to meet

current unemployment needs,

deliver key environmental

outcomes and kick-start a

Green Recovery. 

Mixed groups of graduates

and non-graduates could work

on programmes focused on

tree-planting or invasive

species removal, moving on to

more specialist skills like

sustainable woodland

management and complex

habitat creation and

restoration.

The Labour Force Survey

shows that young people have

been hardest hit by

unemployment as a result of

the recent economic

downturn. The youth

unemployment rate for 16-24

year olds in Northern Ireland is

now estimated at 8.2% and

the Ulster University's

Economic Policy Centre

(UUEPC) predicted that youth

unemployment in Northern

Ireland could rise to 26% by

the end of 2020. 

This Conservation

Apprenticeship Scheme would

provide new training for young

people (16 -24) and retraining

for those recently

unemployed.

The scheme would employ

people for up to three years

and equip them with the

essential skills, training/re-

training and experience of the

workplace.  It would enable

people to take a hands-on

role in delivering improved

outcomes for nature and the

environment, whilst providing

an essential first step for

young people onto the career

ladder and new opportunities

for those recently

unemployed. 

Developing transferable skills

and practical experience will

equip scheme participants for

a range of future careers.

Terry Goldsmith

B) ESTABLISH A GREEN JOBS SCHEME

4. DELIVER A GREEN 
NEW DEAL



Biodiversity net gain

Beyond a specific Green Jobs Scheme, initial estimates show

that nature related investments and projects generally could

support a total of 1,750 FTE jobs in Northern Ireland as outlined

below[13].

Programmes and projects aimed at addressing other key

environmental outcomes would have similar job creation

potential in areas such as retrofitting of existing buildings to

improve energy efficiency, delivering waste reduction and

creating a circular economy, preventing pollution and creating

sustainable transport infrastructure.  Northern Ireland can be at

the forefront of addressing and reversing key environmental

challenges, while at the same time provide worthwhile and

fulfilling work opportunities.

1 1

TYPE OF INVESTMENT EMPLOYMENT (FTE)

Restoration and creation of priority 

habitats 300

916

73

301

85

77

1,751TOTAL

Restoration and creation of boundary 

features

Environmental land management 

advice

Improving and creating urban 

green spaces

Planting additional woodland for net 

zero carbon

Table Showing Potential Job Creation for Nature Related

Investments and Projects (Rayment, 2020)
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The rapid roll out of “shovel-

ready” practical conservation

projects offers the Northern

Ireland Executive the

opportunity to create

employment opportunities,

up-skill the workforce for a

sustainable future, and

deliver a Green Recovery from

the Covid-19 crisis. 

Large-scale strategic projects

can provide benefits for

climate regulation,

improvement of water quality,

reduction in flood risk, job

creation, tourism and

improved mental and physical

health and well-being.   

Nature restoration projects

will create both ‘high skilled’

and ‘less skilled’ employment

requiring hydrologists,

ecologists, project managers,

tourism specialists, GIS

specialists, modellers, as well

as contractors - similar to

what you would get in a

traditional large-scale

infrastructure project.  

Additional jobs would be

created through multiplier

effects, and in tourism and

recreation, as nature

investments attract more

people to visit nature sites

and surrounding areas.

Environmental organisations

are experienced and capable

delivery partners and have led

many of Northern Ireland’s

major nature recovery

projects, creating hundreds of

jobs and delivering positive

environmental outcomes. 

Environmental organisations

are well placed to work with

government and communities

to design and deliver pipeline

projects that would provide

an array of benefits for

people, the environment and

the economy.

Amy Burns

C) DELIVER LARGE-SCALE NATURE 

CONSERVATION PROJECTS

4. DELIVER A GREEN 
NEW DEAL
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5. INVEST IN NATURE 
TO SUPPORT HEALTHIER
COMMUNITIES

During lockdown, the importance of natural spaces has come

into sharp focus. A recent RSPB survey found that a majority

of people felt that nature has been an important source of

comfort or relief (76%), and that visiting nature makes them

happier (81%) and has been important for their general

health and happiness (77%). In May 2020, an RSPB NI public

opinion poll revealed that 75% of those surveyed

appreciated access to local green spaces since the crisis

began.

Research conducted by Outdoor Recreation Northern Ireland

highlighted an unprecedented rise in the use of the outdoors

during lockdown. The importance of greenspace and trails to

people’s health, wellbeing and connection with nature was

clearly apparent:

84% FELT PHYSICAL HEALTH

BENEFITS FROM BEING

OUTDOORS

90% REPORTED BENEFITS

RELATED TO MENTAL

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

FROM BEING ACTIVE IN THE

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

79% AGREED THAT TIME

OUTDOORS MADE THEM

FEEL CLOSER TO NATURE



Lockdown also highlighted

barriers to people getting

outdoors, such as lack of

access to close-to-home off-

road trails and greenspace,

particularly in deprived and

rural areas. Investment in

connecting people with nature

or initiatives such as enabling

better access to publicly

owned land for community

growing can support healthier

communities and result in

more people being physically

active outdoors. 

Engagement with the natural

environment can also help

create a happier, healthier

and more satisfied workforce

which is vital for a productive

and resilient economy.  

 

Investing in our natural

environment by creating high

quality natural places and

urban green spaces – and

improving access to them –

will improve the health of the

nation and provide cost

savings for the NHS[14].  A

programme of capital works to

install urban greening

measures, enhance provision

of, and access to, green and

blue spaces with integrated

active and sustainable active

travel solutions can re-invent

our urban environments and

create thriving, liveable places

for people and nature.   

A recent report by Vivid

Economics for the National

Trust[15] estimates that a

£5.5bn capital investment in

upgrading and creating

urban green spaces across

Great Britain would deliver

£200bn in physical health

and wellbeing benefits to the

most disadvantaged

communities.  The report

used a GIS mapping approach

to identify areas of under-

provision of green space

and mapped these against

deprivation to prioritise

investment needs.  While the

report did not cover Northern

Ireland, similar health and

well-being benefits could be

delivered here.  

If we assume that investment

needs are proportionate to

population, the investment

needed in Northern Ireland

could amount to £159 million,

creating 1,167 temporary

and 184 permanent jobs, a

total of approximately 300

jobs annually over a 10-year

period[16].

1 4
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CONCLUSION

WE CAN RECOVER BETTER

AND BUILD THE CLIMATE-

SAFE, NATURE-RICH,

HEALTHY WORLD THAT WE

ALL WANT AND NEED.

There has never been a more important time to invest

in the protection and restoration of the environment. 

 A Green Recovery should ensure environmental

sustainability is embedded at the heart of any new

investment, funding or stimulus package. 

This crisis should serve as a reminder that our

economy and the health of society are dependent on

a flourishing natural world. There are difficult choices

ahead as we take the big decisions that shape the kind

of world that we build out of this crisis. 

If we choose right, we can recover better and build the

climate-safe, nature-rich, healthy world that we all

want and need. 
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ENDORSED BY
THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED THE

DEVELOPMENT OF THIS PLAN AND WE ARE KEEN TO WORK 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH GOVERNMENT, COMMUNITIES

AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS TO MAKE THIS VISION A REALITY.



https://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2020-05-05-building-back-better-green-covid-19-
recovery-packages-will-boost-economic-growth-and
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/minutes-of-proceedings/session-
2019-20/monday-1-june-2020/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/images/campaigning-and-positions/let-nature-
sing/birdsong-takeover/pdf/sonr/rspb_state-of-nature_summary-
report_northern_ireland.pdf
https://www.cbi.org.uk/articles/the-government-decisions-needed-to-deliver-a-green-
recovery/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01390-w?WT.ec_id=NATURE-
20200514&sap-outbound-id=52764A9318A12FC07D2A1C33C4D44CBFBBFE212D
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/919997/ncc-interim-response-25yr-env-plan.pdf
Vivid Economics (2020) A UK Investment Strategy: Building Back a Resilient and
Sustainable Economy. Report for WWF
In England an additional £40million green jobs challenge fund established on top of the
£640million Nature for Climate Fund. Similarly, the Scottish government has allocated
£250 million for peatland restoration over the next ten years.
Based on estimated investment of £70,000 per FTE job, from RSPB data on habitat
creation and restoration projects funded by HLF and LIFE.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-54158795 
Rayment, M. (2020) Northern Ireland Nature Related Jobs Estimate, Produced for
RSPBNI – available on request
A natural capital account for Derry City and Strabane Council demonstrated that green
and blue spaces provide £75 million
worth of benefits to residents every year, with every £1 invested providing £22 of public
benefit
https://d1ssu070pg2v9i.cloudfront.net/pex/carnegie_uk_trust/2020/02/25084102/NCA
-Final-Report-CUKT.pdf 
Vivid Economics and Barton Willmore (2020) Levelling Up and Building Back Better
Through Urban Green Infrastructure: An Investment Options Appraisal.  Report for the
National Trust and partners of the Future Parks Accelerator.
https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/urban-green-infrastructure-report-2020.pdf
Here we assume investment needs and job creation are proportionate to population.
The temporary jobs are assumed to last for 1 year and annualised over 10 years.
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